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Surname First name Number Title 

Aitken Sue 102 Survival processing advantage for location memory 

Arslan Ruben 16 Paternal age effects on offspring survival and fertility as indicators of the strength... 

Atkinson Quentin 18 Combining spatial and phylogenetic models of cultural variation and change 

Atkinson Mark 85 Sociocultural determinants of language structure: Population size and morphological... 

Batres Carlota 26 Ideal family size and variation in sexual orientation amongst heterosexual women... 

Benjamin Jaime 71 The effects of women’s social status on mate preferences 

Bhogal Manpal 69 Sexual selection and generosity: Are we more generous and cooperative towards... 

Blaker Nancy 38 Children’s and adults’ perceptions of individuals low and high in prestige-... 

Boothroyd Lynda 2 Male facial appearance and offspring mortality in two traditional societies 

Borghuis Jeroen 73 Who is guilt-prone and why? An evolutionary perspective 

Bovet Jeanne 30 Men prefer women with late expected age at menopause 

Brand Charlotte 66 Sex differences in chimpanzee pant-hoot vocalisations 

Brewer Gayle 52 Machiavellianism in long-term relationships: Competition, mate retention... 

Bruggeman Jeroen 19 Solidarity, synchronization and collective action 

Burger Oskar 15 Mortality selection, heterogeneity, and the difficulties of measuring the rate of ageing 

Clark Andrew 47 Dynamic displays of bodily attractiveness 

Conway Jane 74 Finding your soulmate: Age preferences for dating in a sample of heterosexual... 

Cownden Daniel 49 Dissolving the evolutionary puzzle of human cooperation 

Cross Catharine 5 Sex differences in sensation-seeking: A meta-analysis 

De Backer Charlotte 22 If meat made us moral, can vegetarians be more virtuous?... 

DeBruine Lisa 35 Regional variation in male and female face preferences 

Driscoll Helen 96 Do women obtain adaptive benefits from short term relationships with ‘bad boys’?... 

Dunbar Robin 14 Empirical evidence for the role of beta endorphin in the maintenance of longterm... 

Edwards Gracia 77 The Golden Years: Men from the Forbes 400 have much younger wives when... 

El Mouden Claire 36 Cultural transmission and the evolution of human behaviour: A general approach... 

Farrelly Daniel 79 An evolved memory for rarity in social exchanges? Incongruent autobiographical... 

Faurie Charlotte 13 Sex ratio and contribution to a public good 

Fawcett Tim 64 Developmental changes in aggression and body size in boys: Size does matter 

Fay Nicolas 7 Creating a communication system from scratch: Gesture beats vocalization hands down 

Felisberti Fatima Maria 33 The effect of aging, encoding order, and race in contextual face recognition 

Fincher Corey 91 Behavioral evidence that pathogen disgust functions as a contagion... 

Finkenwirth Christa 100 Highly affiliative and prosocial dyads of group-living common marmoset show... 

Fisher Claire 54 Individual differences in pathogen disgust predict men’s, but not women’s, preferences... 

Guillon Myrtille 48 The evolution of Bantu kinship terminology: A phylogenetic comparative approach 



Hahn Amanda 56 Individual differences in the motivational salience of infant facial cuteness 

Haugland Tor-Arne 80 Absence of face recognition biases related to hand-washing behaviour in... 

Havlíček Jan 29 Male preferences for female breast shape and size in cross-cultural perspective 

Hendrie Colin 28 Evidence to suggest that women’s sexual behavior is influenced by hip width... 

Higginson Andrew 61 Anxiety disorder as a product of an adaptive threat detection system 

Holzleitner Iris 70 When (body) size matters: Facial cues to height and weight predict men’s... 

Ingram Gordon 50 Evolutionary cyberpsychology 2.0: Revisiting earlier hypotheses in the... 

Junikka Jaakko 103 How do assortative grouping and information about others’ cooperativeness... 

Kamura Keishiro 84 Experimental comparison of three types of reciprocity 

Kandrik Michal 55 Regional differences in mating strategies: Region-level variation in the... 

Kemp Shelly 101 Romantic rejection: Love hurts…. Really? 

Kordsmeyer Tobias 72 A face to be reckoned with: The relationship between facial, psychological... 

Lee Ai-Suan 27 A comparison of looking strategy and verbal descriptions in English and Chinese 

Lewis G J 46 Common heritable effects underpin concerns over norm maintenance... 

Lindström Björn 37 Evolutionary preparedness and social learning interact to promote fitness... 

Lobmaier Janek Simon 68 Does self-resemblance increase the appeal of infant faces? Evidence from a couple-study 

Lumley-Imerson Lisa Louise 78 What women want: the role of environmental quality on female preferences... 

Lynn Christopher 3 Religious-commitment signaling and impression management amongst Pentecostals:... 

Manesi Zoi 11 The butterfly effect: The role of eyespots for aesthetics and conservation attitudes 

Marcinkowska Urszula 60 Cross cultural variation in men’s preference for sexual dimorphism in women faces 

Molleman Lucas 24 Diversity of morals in human cooperation 

Morrison Edward 10 Stress alters facial preference 

Mulvaney P I 104 Induced anxiety has no affect on social judgements 

Murata Aiko 93 Can we share pain with other people? Physiological synchronization during... 

Nakawake Yo 87 Transmission infidelity and cumulative cultural evolution (2): Computer simulations 

Nguyen Dan 39 Formidability predicts outcomes in wars of attrition 

O’Sullivan Eoin 99 Evidence of contagious scratching in capuchin monkeys (Sapajus apella) 

Palmer Victoria 23 Women’s eye-gaze patterns for facial masculinity in harsh and benign environments 

Pearce Eiluned 53 How did our ancestors survive without Facebook? 

Peng Ming 34 Good genes, good providers, and good fathers: The factors involved in how... 

Phillips Tim 1 The effects of extra-somatic weapons on the evolution of human cooperation... 

Pratt Sophia 51 The effects of pathogen cues on intergroup bias in a minimal group paradigm 

Probst Fabian 67 Facial structure as an indicator for social aggression in woman and its interrelation with... 

Putz Ádám 20 Stereotype consistent and inconsistent scenarios in a new experimental game:... 

Raihani Nichola 4 The importance of descriptive versus injunctive norms in promoting... 

Roberts Gilbert 17 Partner choice drives cooperation via indirect reciprocity 

Saxton Tamsin 42 The impact of specific developmental stages on the establishment of face preferences 



Schilhab Theresa 95 Grounding abstract knowledge 

Scott Naomi 6 Facial dimorphism in individuals with autistic spectrum disorder symptomatology 

Scott Isabel 97 Menstrual cycle phase does not predict political conservatism 

Silva Antonio 43 Religion and cooperation: A case study of the Catholic and Protestant communities... 

Slater Rebecca 59 Competitive behaviour fluctuates as a function of relationship and parental status... 

Snopkowski Kristin 82 Intergenerational conflict: Does ethnic-group postnuptial residence... 

Spisak Brian 32 The age of exploration and exploitation: Younger leaders endorsed for change... 

Stadler Kevin 98 Evolutionary corollaries of momentum-based language change 

Stomphorst Regien 76 An evolutionary based relation between men’s second sets of children and the... 

Stubbersfield Joe 21 Evidence for emotional content bias in the cultural transmission of urban legends 

Suyama Masaki 81 Two cultural selection pressures underlying technological evolution 

Takezawa Masanori 86 Transmission infidelity and cumulative cultural evolution (1): Theoretical demonstration 

Taylor Daniel 9 Testing the bond 

Torrance Jaimie 63 The relative contribution of facial shape and surface information to dominance perceptions 

Toyokawa Wataru 83 Herding and plasticity of combined decisions in an online 3-armed bandit game 

Troisi Camille 57 Is there teaching in golden lion tamarins? 

Tybur Joshua 44 Pathogen cues condition aversions of meats, but not vegetables 

Unger Stephanie 88 Regional differences in disgust 

Van der Meij Leander 41 Testosterone levels are positively related to a more authoritarian leadership style in men 

Van Duijn Max 92 Multiple-order mindreading revisited: Error rates increase only in “true” statements... 

Van Leeuwen Florian 58 More cultural transmission of social-threat information than physical-threat information 

Verkerk Annemarie 75 The differential rates of loss of Bantu noun classes 

Verpooten Jan 31 Content or prestige bias? Potential proximate and ultimate causes of art appreciation 

Vincke Eveline 40 The deep rationality of dark consumption: Unhealthy behaviour as signalling behaviour 

Vlerick 
 

12 Biological constraints do not entail cognitive closure 

Wang Hongyi 62 The motivational salience of faces: Which faces will we “pay to view”? 

Willführ Kai 45 Does functional epigenetic inheritance respond to famines? A case study of the... 

Wincenciak Joanna 65 Own attractiveness moderates the relationship between face preference and mate choice 

Wlodarski Rafael 8 Cad men: Evidence for alternative mating strategy phenotypes in both men and women 

Wu Jing 89 The impact of early childhood environmental stress on adolescents’... 

Ying Haojiang 90 Pathogen disgust predicts men’s perception of facial disgust 

Zelazniewicz Agnieszka 94 Disgust in pregnancy and foetus sex – longitudinal study 

Zhu Xiaoqin 25 Influences of childhood and current environmental stress on women’s mate preferences 

 


